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**3 BOOKS IN 1!**Building a strong foundation in basic math is essential as kindergarteners

prepare to advance to more difficult math concepts. The activities in this 3-in-1 Super Workbook are

designed to help your student become familiar with numbers and counting, patterns, shape

recognition, measurement, and more. They will help your child catch up, keep up, and get

aheadâ€”and best of all, to have lots of fun doing it! Here are some of the great features you'll find

inside:BASIC MATHPond CrossingTo help the frog jump across the pond, children follow a path of

numbers, reinforcing number sequence.MATH GAMES & PUZZLESPicking PairsDrawing lines to

connect objects that belong together, like a paintbrush and watercolor set, pail and shovel, or

animals with their homes, sharpens sorting skills.SHAPES & GEOMETRYOff the WallBy matching

framed pictures to faded shapes where they used to hang on a wall, children reinforce their

knowledge of shapes.Give your child's confidence a boost with Kindergarten Super Math Success!
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My almost 5 year old son is homeschooled and he loves math and numbers. He enjoys this book

very much and I am sure the bright illustrations help. The book is thick and pleasing to a child's eye.

My one complaint is the excessive chapters on shape identification. My son knows his shapes and



I'd say half the book is strictly work pages devoted to identifying shapes. Most of it will just be

skipped.

my daughter loves this book, We thought we could help her befor she started school, Now she is so

far ahead of her classmates! Don't hesitate buy these for you childen during before and after school!

only 30min a day will make all the difference!

I got this to work with my daughter on her numbers over the summer. She enjoys tracing the

numbers and doing the activities. We haven't gotten very far in it yet, but she likes working on it and

that's half the battle!

This book has so much work for a child to do. We just started using but we love it, I recommend

everyone to get this for their little ones if they want them ready for kindergarten. It is not even

expensive!

We use these to supplement our home school activities. Very clear, concise instructions, great color

pages and images, answers in the back, such a wonderful resource, especially for the price. I DO

wish the pages were perforated, that is about the only complaint I have. The past 2 years we have

used these, I just take an evening and gather all the Sylvan books we have bought and take a

couple hours tearing out the entire book being careful not to rip pages in half as it can be easily

done if in a hurry, hole punching it and storing it in a 3 ring binder. That way, all year I do not have to

be tearing out X amount of pages per day or week etc. and they are all handy and ready to go. I

would pay extra to have them perforated! haha But despite the extra work (which technically isn't all

completely necessary but we've found it impossible to use without at least tearing out the pages) I

still highly recommend these lesson books.

great book to teach the little ones,I would like to point out that there is an option for you if you found

this review helpful button below. I really appreciate your support for that I intend to leave reviews to

help others make decisions prior to purchase based upon my recommendations or disclosure and I

utilize your reviews to help me with my purchases as well.Disclaimer: I received this product at a

discount for an honest and thorough review. My opinions are fully my own and are in no way

influenced by the seller or manufacturer. I am not rewarded or encouraged to give a positive review

nor am I punished for a negative review. I value integrity and honesty as a consumer and appreciate



the importance of these reviews.

My son is in pre-k he is four years old and after he studied this book he has improve a lot more, now

he can write and read the alphabet and numbers ,he likes this book very much every day he wants

to practice and practice and I do not know how to stop him because he really enjoys this book and

he is very happy with it:} .His teacher has told me that he is helping in class to his friends and he

feels even more happy :} I love this book is the best and cheap tree books in one.

I can't believe the day has come when i would have to be buying text books..so far! these sylvan

books haven't dissapointed me yet! so i will stick with them .This kindergarden math book delivers it

covers writing numbers ,recognizing shapes & patterns, counting , memorizing numbers 1-10 i'm

pleased with this book great buy!
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